April 9, 2012

**JOB NAME**  
YHRSP50P

**DESCRIPTION**  
Batch Payroll History Update  
JS05   PP46   Create MERGPAR and PAYSUB files

**JCLSKEL**  
JP50

**FREQUENCY**  
Payroll cycle

**SEQUENCE**  
7th

**SPEC CARD**  
SPY4601S

**CHANGES**  
None

**RECOVERY**  
Delete new MERGPAR GDG (if created) before re-running.  
[Recovery OK for next Day, but no R10/R11/P10 Edits until fixed]

**OUTPUT**  
None

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS**

RECOVERY:  If recovering from bad check numbers, delete MERGPAR.DATA(00). Re-run this job after 'PYH' tables have been recovered.